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ABOUT WINTEC

Since its establishment in 1994, WINTEC KOREA has combined 

technological excellence, innovation, and field expertise 

accumulated over 20 years of constant research and 

development to define its position as a coveted global market 

leader in window furnishing technology.

WINTEC KOREA’s advanced cutting edge infrastructure and 

technological capabilities enables the production of the 

highest quality fabrics, componentry, finished blinds and even 

logistics and A/S management. WINTEC’s streamlined start to 

finish capabilities give WINTEC unrivalled competitiveness.

WINTEC KOREA is committed to constantly creating and 

developing safe and environmentally friendly products. In 

2010 WINTEC KOREA established its own design laboratory 

where the best field experts use their knowledge and 

experience towards revolutionary product R&D and take its 

place at the forefront of ever-changing industry trends. 

WINTEC KOREA continues to work dynamically towards its 

vision of becoming the ‘best blinds & shades company’ in the 

world.

ABOUT WINTEC

Coating Factory Established.
Wintec Korea Design Laboratory Established.
Ministry of Knowledge Economy Awards won
KITA Export Awards - $5 Millions Export won

INNOBIZ - RECOGNIZED
Industrial Design Laboratory Established.

KITA Export Awards - US$10 Millions Export won

ISO 9001 CERTIFIED

2015 R+T STUTTGART Innovation Prize won

2010

2011

2012

2013

2015

HISTORY

Coating Factory

Print

Warehouse  Premium hydraulic Injection Molding Machine

Head Office
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WINDOWSTORY

Windowstory is the franchise retail brand of WINTEC KOREA. 

There are over 80 stores throughout Korea and offers 

consumers unrivalled quality, design, variety and customer 

service.

With WINTEC KOREA’s superior product competitiveness and 

marketing strategies, Windowstory stores are ever expanding 

beyond Korea and into the global market. Window story 

stores have recently opened in China, Kazakhstan, Australia, 

Hongkong, Macau, Singapore, Taiwan, and Nigeria.

WINDOWSTORY BRAND

Taiwan

Kazakhstan
China

Singapore

Australia

Nigeria

Korea

Hongkong /  Macau
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GLOBAL MARKET

GLOBAL NEWSEXHIBITION

WINTEC KOREA currently exports to over 60 countries. 

With our status as one of the world leaders in the industry, 

WINTEC KOREA participates in all the major trade exhibitions 

globally year after year, constantly seeking and expanding 

new markets.

2013 

2014 

2015

2016

HEIMTEXTIL (FRANKFURT)

R+T ASIA (SHANGHAI)

SUPER EXPO (AUSTRALIA)

HEIMTEXTIL (FRANKFURT)

R+T ASIA (SHANGHAI)

SUPER EXPO (AUSTRALIA)

HEIMTEXTIL (FRANKFURT)

R+T (STUTTGART)

R+T ASIA (SHANGHAI)

HEIMTEXTIL (FRANKFURT)

R+T ASIA (SHANGHAI)

R+T SOUTH AMERICA (BRAZIL)
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2017 COLLECTION

EDITOR'S

3D SHADES

ZEBRA SHADES (Layered Shades)

ROLLER BLINDS

DESIGN SHADES

HONEYCOMB BLINDS
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The EDITOR'S Collection showcases a fantastic design 

coordination of curtains and 3D Shades, Zebra & Roller Blinds.

The variety of blackout, sheer, linen and chenille fabrics 

incorporated with 3D Shade products Waltz, Tango, Delux etc. 

now offers consumers a more complete design solution.

011010010
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Ecolux Delux

Ecolux Fresh

Vivace

Target

Serenade

Tango

Waltz

Dolce

Bolero

Sense plus

Rumba

3D SHADES

ECOLUX is the name of WINDOWSTORY’s 3D Shade collections.  

Multi-layered Ecolux fabric is comprised of two layers of sheer 

woven together with one layer of fabric; this unique structure 

offers among others excellent sound absorption, energy 

efficiency, and UV protection properties. Easy operation of a 

single looped control cord enables up/down movement, light 

control, exterior view and privacy protection.  WINTEC’s 3D 

Shades are available in over 60 designs, which offer a versatile 

solution to any interior décor requirements.

013012012
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Valentine

Sonatine

Lunatine

Viewty

Romance

The Zebra Shades is a dual layer roller blind which consists 

of alternating horizontal layers of transparent sheer and 

opaque fabric vanes. Each layers move independently to 

glide between each other, creating an open/closed effect and 

allowing light & privacy control and exterior view.   Available 

in SONATINE, VIEWTY, ROMANCE, VALENTINE and LUNATINE 

concepts in over one hundred designs.

ZEBRA SHADES  
(Layered Shades)
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ROLLER BLINDS

The classic roller blind available in Blackout, Sunscreen, 

Modern Roll, Natural Look and Sheer Jacquard styles. 

Each fabric style offers various functions such as room 

darkening, light filtering, and fire retardancy. Ever so popular 

with its wide range of systems and colors.
Modern roll

Natural roll

Sunscreen

Sheer jacquard

Black out
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You are only limited by your imagination. Many of Wintec 

fabric collection can be digitally printed. Family photos, kids 

design, brands or your company logo.

DESIGN SHADES

019018018



021021020020 HONEYCOMB BLINDS

With its unique hexagonal cell structure, Honeycomb Blinds 

offer superior insulation and sound absorption by trapping air, 

in addition to its simple and aesthetically pleasing design.



MOTORIZED SYSTEM

         Energy Saving

Easy operation of shades to protect against the harsh heat in 

the summer, and the cold air in winter to save on energy costs

          Anywhere

Can be applied to blinds & shades, curtains, external awnings

          Easy to use

Motorization makes operating hard-to-reach window blinds a 

breeze

          Child Safety

Motorization offers peace of mind from child safety concerns 

with the elimination of operating cords.

                                              Convenient, wireless solution

Wintron is a battery operated DC motor capable of operating 

up to 15kg weight. One remote control can operate up to 7 

blinds. With no need for an electrician, the Wintron can be 

applied to 3D Shades, Zebra, Roller Blinds.

Motorization offers unrivalled convenience, comfort and 

above all, peace of mind from child safety concerns with the 

elimination of operating cords.

MOTORIZATION SYSTEMS

023

EXCLUSIVE 
SYSTEMS

MOTORIZED SYSTEM
NO CORD SYSTEM

VIEWMAX GRAND SYSTEM
VIEWMAX | SMART ROLL SYSTEM

PRESTIGE



VIEWMAX GRAND SYSTEM

Rollers(Sheer) +
Rollers(Black Out)

3D Shade + 
Rollers(Black Out)

Zebra +
Rollers(Black Out)

NO CORD SYSTEM

Most cordless systems cannot be inside mount due to the 

secondary 'pull' necessary to lift the shade.  With No Cord 

System there is no need for a secondary pull so the shade can 

literally sit on the window and remain fully operational.  NCS 

is ideal for inside mount applications. This also means the 

shades max drop can be all the way to the floor in necessary 

applications.  With existing cord free options in the market this 

is not possible.

The same function above make No Cord System perfect for 

FULL BLACKOUT solutions using side channels.  Because of it's 

function No Cord System can be precisely set and lifted from a 

100% down-set position.

Due to no secondary pull / lift action we also reduce the 

tendency for the end user to pull too hard to raise the shade, 

often causing the fabric band to pull away from the tube.  With 

our NCS this is of no concern.

Make large shades from heavy fabric.  There is no weight 

limitation for No Cord System.

100% down-set position Child SafetyNo Cord

024 025



The Prestige Series is the result of WINTEC KOREA’s superior 

engineering. The Prestige is a versatile multi-system which 

is compatible for manufacturing of ROLLER BLINDS, ZEBRA 

SHADES and 3D SHADES.

Prestige Series offer silky smooth, effortless operation even for 

heavy and large blinds. Available in a range of colors to enable 

coordination with fabric colors.

PRESTIGE 7, 5, 3

PRESTIGE

Exclusively created by WINTEC KOREA, Viewmax is a Zebra Shades.system which is available in both horizontal and vertical 

configurations.  An upgrade on our regular Zebra Shades systems, the Viewmax ensures that the two layers of fabric are tightly 

pressed together when the vanes are sliding to open or close, effectively eliminating light gaps in between. The vanes can be 

opened/closed either horizontally or vertically to provide light & privacy control. Easy & simple operation with its single cord 

system.

VIEWMAX SYSTEM

Vertical Type

VIEWMAX | SMART ROLL SYSTEM

Multi Type

Vertical Type

Exclusively created by WINTEC KOREA, the Smart Roll System features an enlarged headbox which accommodates 

easy operation of otherwise restrictedly large and heavy fabric blinds.

Smart System’s Multi-type variation enables the combination of two different fabrics such as sheer & blackout, to 

function very much like a dual layer curtain.

SMART ROLL SYSTEM
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BRAND


